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File share | | | | | | | | Igo Primo. Mar 20, 2018 Its not a problem, i could build my projects in any size of the screen but the problem is when you phone is too small to see the full screensize of the project. thats why i could only see the detail part of the project but not the full. Apr 19, 2017 I have my Samsung nexus 5 and installed i-go primo , i created a program of touchscreen and lage a etc... But i can't run because of the same problem... i-go primo not work on nexus 5.. Jul 07, 2017 I installed iGO
Primo (800x480, 480x800) on Samsung Nexus S. Everything is ok but the screen goes slightly off the screen. Dec 30, 2016 The problem is it didn't had a map. When I try to open a map it said "this application not had a map" May 14, 2016 I could create projects of any size. But there is some problem about the text part. When you could create a project. It should have a "Mode" selected but I couldn't select any of the mode. So I couldn't create new projects. Jun 13, 2016 I have uploaded i-go primo to
samsung store and i-go primo pro. But i have a problem of my project size. Normally i would select 800x480 but since samsung didn't give any size for nexus 4 screen size. I have to select 480x800. I can create a project but it goes off the screen. Now since i-go primo looks like it has some bug. Can anybody help me to create a project or give a solution for the problem of screen resolution. I have already done all the troubleshooting such as clearing cache etc. May 16, 2014 My i-go primo is suddenly

acting weird. I'm not sure if the issue is with my phone or i-go primo. But the screen keep flickering so I had to shut it off by pressing the home button for a few seconds. Now I can't even open my i-go primo. Jul 19, 2014 Problem is: I can't download new i-go primo from the playstore because the download url is an HTML link with the following (see link). So, you can't download and install
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